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Scene setting: 1980 as a watershed

• Fact 1: divergence (𝛽 & 𝜎)

• Various scales
• CZs (our evidence)

• States: Ganong & Shoag (2017)

• MSAs: Giannone (2017)

• Not just incomes
• Storper & Kemeny (2017): 

intra-regional inequality, 
task structure; returns to 
education etc.

Note: Kemeny & Storper (2017) estimates using data public-use Decennial and ACS data



Scene setting: 1980 as a watershed

• Fact 2: declining internal 
migration 

• Not just compositional
• Across age, education, dual vs 

single earners etc (Molloy et al, 
2011)

• It is about structural forces

From: Molloy et al (2011 JEP) Internal Migration in the United States



Fact 1 + 2 = People stuck in the wrong place

“A child born in the bottom 20% in wealthy San Francisco has twice 
as much chance as a similar child in Detroit of ending up in the top 
20% as an adult. …Opportunities are limited for those stuck in the 
wrong place, and the wider economy suffers.” 

—The Economist, 2017
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Causes remain poorly understood

• What forces are generating these patterns?
• Lots of debate throughout society

• Growing wave of academic work 

• Little clarity or consensus

• Stakes are high: 
• If we cannot understand and respond to the 

causes, “populist insurgents will” (Economist, 
2016)



We need new theories

• Convergence-oriented theories
• Development economics: Barro & Sala-i-Martin, Mankiw, Galor

• Urban economics: Roback, Rosen, Glaeser

• Divergence-oriented theories
• ‘New’ economic geography: Krugman/Venables/Fujita

• Schumpeterian knowledge-based creative destruction 

• Important pieces, but none explain alternations



A hint from history: Alternating phases

Trends in interregional wage 

gaps, 1860-2015
Source: Authors’ calculations based 

Decennial Censuses and the Census of 

Manufactures

Series 1. Log county annual 

manufacturing wages

Series 2: Log CZ annual wages



A long-run theory of technology-driven  
development in space

• Structural

• Technology 

shocks and 

locational forces 

of attraction

• Not just any  

technological 

change, but 

major, episodic 

shocks → GPTs
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Empirics

• Lots to test here – we are in the very early stages

• H1: GPTs regulates wage levels and its interregional dispersion
• GPT-intensive locations should grow faster – at least in divergence periods

• GPT-intensity should matter less (not at all?) in convergence phases

• Challenge: How do we measure GPTs?
• Part of a long and broad discussion about valuing innovations

• ie Schankerman & Pakes, 1986; Hegde & Sampat, 2009 

• Patents as a common unit of measure

• We offer a new definition, leveraging long-run patent data

• 1836-2010 (Petralia, Balland and Rigby, 2016)

• 436 classes in 6 NBER categories



What’s a GPT? 3 major features

1. Wide scope for improvement and elaboration. 
• change more than a typical technology

2. Innovation complementarity
• get implicated in other kinds of innovations

3. Use complementarity 
• get used in a wide range of different production contexts



1. Improvement and elaboration. 

• Patent class growth

2. Innovation complementarity

• Count # of classes with which each 

class co-occurs (ignoring same 

category)…ie here classes 360(CC) 

and 386 (EE)

3. Use complementarity 

• Machine learning applied to patent 

texts, using keywords (L=2) found in 

class definitions from USPTO 

manual

• GPTs are classes that are above average 

in ALL THREE

Novel method



Linking to data on labor markets

• Public-use Decennial + ACS extracts
• 1940, 1950, 1960, 1970, 1980, 1990, 

2000, 2010

• Probabilistically match workers to 722 
1990-vintage Commuting Zones (CZs)

• Match patents to CZs

• No known work examines long-run 
development patterns using CZs

1. Mostly urban pop today; NOT true of 
the past

2. Need all U.S. to talk about ‘left-behind’ 
places

3. Incompletely identified metros, post-
1970



A simple specification

• where 
• y → log of wages for full-time employed workers in CZ c and time t

• GPT → share of GPT patent stock in total patent stock

• NonGPT→ log of total patenting stock less GPT patents

• Pop → log of population

• Varepsilon → usual error term
• decomposed to include year- and location-specific effects



Preliminary results



Preliminary results



Discussion

• Contributions
• New evidence on long run patterns of interregional inequality
• A technology-driven theory to explain these patterns
• Novel measures of GPTs and patent quality
• Preliminary evidence on the theory with GPT measures

• Findings
• GPT innovations drive wages in divergence phase
• Largely unimportant when convergence process dominates*

• *GPT-ness defined relative to annual avgs so perhaps GPT-ness overstated in 
this phase?

• Stay tuned for (much) more



thanks!



GPT patenting patterns



More on defining GPTs

• Steps to identify use-complementarity
1. Create a vocabulary of class-specific technical words

• USPTO patent manual contains descriptions of patent classes and subclasses

• Identify sets of two consecutive words specific to class

2. Count appearances of these words outside of the class to which it 
pertains can be considered to be users



More on defining GPTs



Top GPTs, 2010



More on defining GPTs



Top GPTs, 1940


